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sticky password uses a number of different methods to generate strong passwords. it might use the
same algorithm to generate two passwords. in any case, when you enter a website, it displays a

"suggested password" box. sticky password premium is free for the basic and simple versions, but
other versions are pricier. the professional and premium versions include additional features, such as
the ability to use two-factor authentication. the premium package includes the latest version of the
sticky password browser plug-in and allows you to create as many groups as you like, as well as to
create a master password list that can be used with other applications. a professional package is

also available. to export your sticky password database, click the button with the downwards arrow
in the lower-left corner. you have the choice of a standard export or a backup & export, which

creates a compressed file that you can safely send to a friend or email. more than a decade ago,
passwords were rarely used to secure access to computers. but now it is common practice to use a

combination of a strong password and other security measures, such as a pin code or pattern lock. it
is almost impossible to remember all your passwords, and most of us have multiple accounts to keep
track of. sticky password provides you with a list of all your password entries, along with a history of
the last 10 entries, all in one place. it also lets you generate strong passwords quickly, sort by recent

or sorted entries, or group them by a website or app. it's a solid option for managing all your
passwords.
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dashlane and keeper password offer many more features, such as integrated totp capabilities, data
capture of mobile logins, and auto-fill of forms. keeper password and dashlane are more user-friendly

than sticky password. sticky password, dashlane, and keeper password sync to the cloud using the
same online backup feature. however, sticky password also offers its own cloud-based storage, so

you can back up its database and not worry about the cloud. sticky password's interface isn't as user-
friendly as keeper password's or dashlane's. the interface has many of the same features, and it's

still usable. you can manually enter a url, but you won't find a two-step process for creating a
password. the desktop client is quite smooth, and you can use it to save credentials for dozens of
services at once. in the add new section of the app, you can opt to store your credentials in the

following categories: email, financial, internet, shopping, social, and account/business. the add new
section also includes the favorites category, which stores favorites created on other sites. you can
delete passwords at any time and add more sites to the app by clicking the button at the bottom

right. sticky password includes a good feature: a password generator tool. in the settings menu, you
can access this feature under the security tab. using the password generator, you can generate a
random password that you can then use on any site. the product offers a series of controls that let

you specify the length, characters, case, and symbols included in the password. to generate a
password for testing, click the button at the bottom right of the window. you can access password

generator settings in the preferences menu. 5ec8ef588b
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